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only way to become financially secure in their life.”2 Wow!
Maybe I shouldn’t be shocked by that number but I am. I
can understand wanting financial security “instantaneously,”
yet winning the lottery may not be the long-term solution we
think it could be. According to previous lottery winners in a
2014 Reader’s Digest article,3 “about 70 percent of us lose
or spend all our money in five years or less.”
I’d venture to say that most people don’t feel they need
to be rich; they just want to have enough to live comfortably and take care of their family. I’d also surmise that
most people in our industry still enjoy their work, are
fulfilled by it, and find it a valuable and noble profession.
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>>> President’s Message
Regrets, Resolutions, and Horse Metaphors
Susan D. Dooley, MHA, CMT, AHDI-F

I

can’t believe this is the last time I’ll write a Plexus
message as your AHDI president! By the time the
next issue of Plexus lands on your iPad,
computer screen, or e-reader, the reins of the
AHDI leadership carriage will rest in the capable
hands of current President-elect Jay Vance.
(I couldn’t resist the horse metaphor—but what
else would you expect from me after a year with
all the horse talk?)
I have mixed feelings about my last
message appearing in this issue, with its
theme “The Elephant in the Room,” a
discussion of the lackluster state of
compensation for the important work
performed by healthcare documentation
specialists. I’m glad we can have an
honest discussion of these problems, but
on the other hand, I fervently wish things were
different for all of us. (There’s room here for another
equestrian metaphor, something about wishes being
horses, but I’ll skip it.)
I’ve had a long and rewarding career in healthcare
documentation that I wouldn’t have missed for the world.
But I’ve let myself reflect on where our industry might
have done things differently. How could we have changed
the course of our profession’s future?
Should we have never pushed for production-based
pay? Yes, back in the 1990s, production pay was lucrative for an accomplished, fast MT. In retrospect, though,
getting paid by the line led to our customers viewing our
work as a commodity they could bargain down to an ever
shrinking cost per unit.
Should we have embraced telecommuting so early?
Working at home is great, yes, but when our profession
went home, we went off site and out of mind. We lost
our relationships with our colleagues in the lab and the
4
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surgery suite and in the HIM
department too. It’s much easier
for upper management to outsource
the jobs of the workers they never
see. And moreover, we lost our
partnership with the doctors, who used to stop by the
department when they had a question, a problem, or just
wanted to say hi to the people who made them “look so
good on paper.”
Maybe our biggest mistake was our industry not
embracing certification. Since you’re reading this message
in a professional association magazine, you probably do
value certification, but many HDSs do not, and moreover,
neither do some employers. Contrast our industry with our
colleagues in medical coding, who have not one but two
prominent professional associations supporting their
credentials. Ever notice how many coders and HIM people wear a veritable string of credential initials after their
WWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

names, so long that their names take
up two lines on their business cards?
Coders work from home, get paid by
the hour, and have the respect of their
employers. Of course, on the other
hand, coders’ work is directly tied to
reimbursement, getting their providers, practices, and institutions paid.
There’s no point in worrying
about what we could have done to
change things in the past because
that horse is out of the barn, so to
speak. Instead, we must focus on our
profession’s future, and we definitely
have one. The healthcare industry
needs the services of professional
healthcare documentation workers
now more than ever. An increased
emphasis on patient safety, the rising
disgust of clinicians and the public

with the state of electronic health records, and the advent of ICD-10 are
just a few reasons that documentation
is more important now than ever.
Unlike HDSs, who can use knowledge of a procedure or a clinician’s
usual dictation habits to “know what
the doctor meant” when a dictation
mistake is made, coders can’t code
what’s not documented. And our
function is to make documentation
easier for providers. Plus, we have
new opportunities under different
titles, in roles like healthcare documentation integrity auditor, coordinator, and manager, EHR documentation trainer, and HIM analyst. See
the Compensation Best Practices
white paper in this issue of Plexus on
AHDI’s new initiative, and down-

load the toolkit from <http://www.
ahdionline.org/ProfessionalPractices/
BestPracticesandStandardGuidelines/CompensationBestPractices/
tabid/767/Default.aspx>.
As the Chinese say, our profession is poised to move forward like
a herd of thousands of horses galloping ahead. Let this equestrian advise
you—never step in front of a galloping horse, let alone a herd of them! P

Susan Dooley, AHDI president
2014-2015, was elected as an
at-large member to the AHDI National Leadership Board in 2012. She has
worked in the healthcare documentation sector for 35 years.
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This widely acclaimed industry standards manual has long been the trusted resource
for data capture and documentation standards in healthcare. The 3rd edition
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robust examples taken from clinical medicine settings, trend
online at www.ahdionline.org.
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editing.
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>>> Tech Talk

0.5

MT TOOLS

Smart Spending on Technology–
Getting the
Most Bang
For Your
Buck
Curt Hupe

T

he last time I purchased a new vehicle was back in
2001. I loved my shiny new car. It had the latest
technology and cool new features, even a six-disc
CD changer. I got a great deal on it, so I thought, but then
as I drove off the lot—BAM! I just lost $2,000, or so
the story goes. Well, technology depreciates even more
quickly. The laptop you buy today is worth about half as
much in as little as six to twelve months. As this issue
focuses on compensation, I’d like to help you make that
compensation stretch a bit further. Here are nine ideas
tech can help add to your bottom line.

1. Virtual Machines

Do you work for multiple accounts that have competing VPNs or other software that prevents you from
running both systems on the same computer? If you have
more than one computer, consolidating and using one
powerful computer with virtual machines could be a big
time and money saver. A virtual machine (VM) is just

6
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what it sounds like—it’s a virtual computer that runs on
your physical computer, and you can run several virtual
computers on one physical machine. Each VM has an
operating system, the software you install, memory, hard
drive, and you can usually attach your accessories like a
foot pedal and headset. When using a VM you need to be
sure your host (the physical PC) has enough resources to
operate. Since it’s a computer, each VM can require as
many resources as a typical physical PC, so don’t skimp
on resources like hard drive, CPU, and memory. VMs
are a great and efficient way to reduce costs (and free
up some space in your office) if you’re currently using
multiple PCs.

2. Google® Search Engine

It goes without saying that you can use the Google®
search engine, or any Internet search engine, to look up
just about anything. I’m a huge fan of using Google® for
searching for online deals. I also love supporting
WWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

local small businesses that contribute to my community.
Google is not only great for searching for online places
and pricing. If you want to keep your local stores in
business, try adding the name of your town when doing
a search.

3. Add a Second Monitor

sold to friends or even on sites like Craigslist®, eBay®,
Gazelle® and other online classified sites. These sites
can be a fantastic way to find a deal too. Remember, you
should never store unencrypted PHI to a device. To protect yourself, be sure you wipe your device’s hard drive
before selling it.

I actually have three monitors in both my work and
home offices. If I had to go down to one monitor, I’d be
extremely inefficient. I might as well just go back and
work on a 10” monitor. It’s great to keep email and a
calendar open on their own screens and have the document I’m working on open in another. Some studies
have shown users to be up to 30% more efficient when
using two monitors. No statistics yet on three, but I’m
waiting! You’ll need a graphics card capable of supporting two monitors, or there are USB adapters that provide
that functionality. And of course you’ll need an additional monitor. All these items can be found inexpensively,
especially monitors—just Google® it! Once you have
two monitors, you’ll never want to go back to one.

8. Online Coupons

4. Daily Deal Sites

Before shelling out a large sum of cash for your next
hardware or software purchase, consider the vast amount
of SaaS (Software as a Service) options. If you find
yourself running out of space consider an online storage
provider instead of buying more terabytes of hard disk
space. Are you an Amazon Prime member? If so, your
membership includes unlimited photo storage, and you
can access your photos from anywhere: on your phone,
PC, or tablet! It’s not just storage that can be cloudbased, either. Some programs require so much space
these days that it can make sense to keep the space on
your hard drive for your data and access the software
itself from the cloud.

Daily deal sites send daily emails with discounts on
everything from concert tickets to clothing to painting
classes, often offering 30% – 70% off the retail price.
Groupon, Amazon Local, and Living Social are some of
the big players in this industry. Some of these sites even
have phone applications that can alert you about local
stores offering deals. Beware—daily deal fatigue is real,
and these emails can quickly clog up your Inbox. And, of
course, if you take advantage of too many of them, your
bottom line can actually shrink!

5. Right-size your Tech.

Don’t overbuy (if you won’t use it). Just because it’s
bigger and faster doesn’t mean it’s going to be useful for
you. You could purchase a Ferrari or semi-truck to drive
back and forth to work, but the smarter choice is probably the Prius.

6. Amazon®

Since I’m more of a local store supporter, I don’t use
www.Amazon.com as much as I could. However, it’s a
great place to search if you know exactly what you want
and depending on what you’re searching for, Amazon®
also has used and refurbished options.

7. Buy & Sell (from phones to laptops)

Your old tech can be worth money! When you’re
ready for a refresh or upgrade, try cashing in some of
your old tech items. Phones, laptops, and PCs can be

VOLUME 11 • ISSUE 4

Not having paper coupons from the Sunday paper
causing a void in your life? Not to worry, online couponing is alive and well and might just save you a paper cut.
Searching for “online coupons” returns several hundred
sites with access to coupons. Some sites allow you to
create a profile where you can link the stores you shop
and your buying habits, and coupons that are tailored
for you will appear. Of course, always be cautious about
what information you choose to share. The data regarding coupons you print and the information you share is
most likely used or sold. Have a specific local store in
mind? Try their website first.

9. SaaS

It’s often been said that you can either save time or
money, but rarely both. I’ll add storage into that mix.
What’s most important to you? Maybe you need to spend
a little more to have the luxury of more hard drive space
(or physical space), or maybe you can compromise on
your dream computer to add to your retirement account.
Time always seems to be at a premium these days, so
don’t forget to figure that into what your options cost,
because that never depreciates. P

Curt Hupe is director of operations for ChartNet Technologies. Curt has over 15 years in the IT industry and 5
years in the medical transcription IT field. He welcomes
your feedback at Curt@ChartNetTech.com.
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Some Fun with Myers-Briggs (MBTI)
Lea M. Sims, CHDS, AHDI-F

I

n my last column, we took an introductory look at the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator assessment. If
you’ve had a chance to go take your
MBTI assessment since our last issue
(and even if you haven’t), I thought it
would be fun to look at what some of
those preferences and types can point
to and what they look like in the
aggregate.
What types are the most common?
How does this information play into
the larger social demographic? In the
United States, the vast majority of
people (46.4%) are guardians, with
personality types ISTJ, ISFJ, ESTJ,
and ESFJ. They all share sensing
and judging preferences in common,
which means as a group they are
inclined toward evaluating facts and
making strong decisions based on
information. They typically represent
the functional backbone of society.
The next most common type group
are the artisans (27%), with personality types ISFP, ESFP, ISTP, and ISFP.
They all share sensing and perceiving
preferences in common, which means
as a group they are highly creative,
preferring to work with concrete/tactile facts, objects, resources and media
in spontaneous, unstructured environments that stimulate creative output.
Idealists make up 16.4% of the
population, with personality types
ENFJ, ENFP, INFJ, and INFP. Their
common preferences are intuition and
feeling. Idealists combine their highly
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sympathetic, people-first feelings
with a strong focus on ideals, possibilities and imagination to develop
strategies for making people better.
They are the teachers, philosophers,
theorists, mentors, and counselors in
our midst—the dreamers in society
who often function to encourage
people, groups, and societies toward
personal improvement, advancement,
and growth.
Finally, the most rare type is the
rational. Only 10.3% of people in
the US have ENTJ, ENTP, INTJ,
or INTP personality types. They all
share intuition and thinking preferences in common, which means they
combine their intuitive preference
for focusing on possibilities with
their strong thinking skills (objective
logic) to develop strategies for making systems better. Their strengths in
critical thinking and problem-solving
make them good CEOs, executive
leaders, inventors, innovators, and
strategists.
Here are some examples of how
this plays out in people. Here are
some famous and influential people
by group and type:
>> Famous Guardians (SJ)
• ESTJ (Overseer) –
Hilary Clinton, Andrew
Jackson, Judge Judy,
Lyndon Johnson
• ESFJ (Supporter) –
Hugh Jackman, Penelope Cruz,

Colin Powell, Desmond Tutu
• ISTJ (Examiner) –
Sean Connery, Natalie Portman,
George Washington,
Warren Buffet
• ISFJ (Defender) –
George H.W. Bush,
Kate Middleton, Mother Teresa
>> Famous Artisans (SP)
• ESTP (Persuader) –
Angelina Jolie, Donald Trump,
George Bush, Winston Churchill
• ESFP (Entertainer) –
Leonardo DeCaprio,
Bill Clinton, Richard Branson
• ISTP (Craftsman) – Steve Jobs,
Clint Eastwood, Vladimir Putin,
Dalai Lama
• ISFP (Artist) – Rihanna,
Brad Pitt, Michael Jackson,
Steven Spielburg
>> Famous Rationals (NT)
• ENTJ (Chief) – Bill Gates,
George Clooney,
Margaret Thatcher,
Dick Cheney
• ENTP (Originator) –
Barack Obama, Benjamin
Franklin, Leonardo DaVinci
• INTJ (Strategist) –
Mark Zuckerburg,
Nikola Tesla, Karl Marx, Jay-Z
• INTP (Engineer) – Tina Fey,
Albert Einstein, Abraham
Lincoln, Sergey Brin
WWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

>> Famous Idealists (NF)
• ENFJ (Mentor) –
Oprah Winfrey, Martin
Luther King Jr, Ronald
Reagan
• ENFP (Advocate) –
Arianna Huffington,
Walt Disney, Sandra Bullock,
Mark Twain
• INFJ (Confidant) –
Cate Blanchett, Mahatma
Gandhi, Thomas Jefferson,
Ron Paul
• INFP (Dreamer) –
John Lennon, J.K. Rowling,
Johnny Depp, William
Shakespeare
Some of these may be a surprise, but most are a logical inclusion in their categories and types. Are we surprised that Steve
Jobs is a famous “craftsman”? Interestingly, his success as a
sensing, thinking, and perceiving person enabled him to analyze
problems and develop practical solutions that have changed the
world. But he only possesses one of the preferences (thinking)
that are common to CEOs, which may have accounted for struggles with running a company and relating to people. And how
many people would point to Oprah Winfrey as a mentor? When
you consider her warm, people-focused and possibilities-focused
personality, as well as her strong thinking and good judgment, it’s
no wonder people have lined up to seek her wisdom and insight.
She has certainly been a mentor to many.
It’s important to note that MBTI types are simply an indicator
of preference and tendency. There is a lot of variability within
these groupings, and environment and setting can play a big role
in how you lean in each of these areas. Of significant value in
the process is learning how to flex out of your core personality
preferences when the situation demands. Those that operate in
strength in their fundamental type and know how to be flexible
within it are the most likely to succeed and function well in
communities, groups, and relationships. P
Lea Sims is Senior Healthcare Marketing Strategist for Verizon
Enterprise Solutions, where she has been since 2011. She is the
former director of professional practices for AHDI and author
of the Book of Style for Medical Transcription, 3rd ed. She lives
in Green Cove Springs,
Florida, with her husband and three children.
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>>> Newly Credentialed

Order online
www.ahdionline.org

Certified!

CMTs Bridged to CHDSs!

AHDI congratulates and welcomes
the following healthcare documentation specialists who achieved
CHDS status between 5/1/2015 and
6/30/2015. Certified Healthcare Documentation Specialists have proven
their level-2 transcription knowledge,
skills, and applied interpretive judgment in all domains represented on
the CHDS Exam Blue Print through
AHDI’s rigorous credentialing exam.

AHDI congratulates the following
CMTs who achieved CHDS status
between 5/1/2015 and 6/30/2015.
CMTs who earned their CHDS
have proven their level-2 transcription knowledge, skills, and applied
interpretive judgment in the expanded
healthcare documentation content
found on the current exams but not
covered under any previous CMT
blue print.

Karen Carskadon, CHDS
Julia Dyviniak, CHDS
Manisha Pawan, CHDS

Angela Allison, CHDS

Ready to Practice!

The must-have
guide for MTSOs
and independent
contractors!
eBook Pricing:
$15

Eligible AHDI
Members

$20

List Price

CECs: 3 ML

Order online
www.ahdionline.org
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AHDI congratulates and welcomes
the following healthcare documentation specialists who achieved
RHDS status between 5/1/2015 and
6/30/2015. Registered Healthcare
Documentation Specialists have
proven their ability to reach for excellence by successfully completing rigorous testing of all level-1 knowledge
domains represented on the RHDS
Exam Blue Print.
Sharon Augustyn, RHDS
John Fletcher, RHDS
Cynthia Francis, RHDS
Jody Gall, RHDS
Jill Gillis, RHDS
Jennifer Givens, RHDS
Ann Harris, RHDS
Lorraine Holah, RHDS
Kristy Reimer, RHDS
Benna Syamala Devi, RHDS
Maria Valdeavilla, RHDS
Kathy Woolman, RHDS

Cheryl Brown, CHDS, AHDI-F
Cathy Emerick, CHDS
Michelle Fawver, CHDS
Amanda Harrison, CHDS
Robin Knapp, CHDS
Pamela Merritt, CHDS
Bonnie Millunzi, CHDS
Maggie O’Brien, CHDS, AHDI-F
Lori Owen, CHDS
Mary Reeves, CHDS
Lilliard Thomas, CHDS
Susan Whatley, CHDS, AHDI-F
Arline Wood, CHDS
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>>> Around the Country
DISTRICT 1
United States: WA, OR, CA, ID, NV, UT, AZ, HI, AK
Canadian Provinces: BC, YT

DISTRICT 2
United States: MT, WY, CO, NM, ND, SD, NE, KS
Canadian Provinces: AB, SK, MB, NT, NU

DISTRICT 3
United States: MN, WI, MI, IL, IN, OH, KY, IA
Canadian Provinces: ON

DISTRICT 4
United States: WV, VA, DC, MD, DE, NJ, PA, CT, RI, NY,
MA, NH, VT, ME
Canadian Provinces: QC, NB, NS, PE, NL

DISTRICT 5
United States: MO, AR, OK, TX, LA

DISTRICT 6
United States: AL, MS, TN, NC, SC, GA, FL, PR

Check the Online Event Calendar frequently
for events and updates not listed here.
ALL DISTRICTS
August 20
AHDI Annual Business Meeting &
Association Update
2 p.m. PT/3 MT/4 CT/5 ET
Register to attend: <https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5836938163494078466>
DISTRICT 1
AHDI-West
August 20 &
September 17
BOG Meeting
5 p.m. Pacific
events@ahdi-west.org
www.ahdi-west.org

DISTRICT 2/3
Mighty Rivers Regional (MMR)
October 2-3
Annual Symposium “Joining Forces to
Succeed”
Hilton Lisle
Lisle, Illinois (near Chicago)
Preapproved CECs: 2 (as of 7/1)
www.mrrahdi.com
DISTRICT 4
Healthcare Documentation Integrity Conference
August 7-8
Hilton Alexandria Mark Center
Alexandria, VA
ahdi@ahdionline.org
www.ahdionline.org/ace

DISTRICT 6
Space Coast Chapter
September 19
Symposium
8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
December 5
Holiday Meeting
9:00 – 11:30 a.m.
Palm Bay Hospital
Palm Bay, FL
pat_bowen@msn.com
http://www.ahdi-fl.org/

COMPONENT EVENTS
Do you know of an educational seminar, study group, webinar, or other event of interest to members not listed here? Get the word out about your component’s
event by submitting your event information at www.ahdionline.org / Get Connected / Events / Event Calendar. Your information will appear in AHDI’s Online Event
Calendar as well as in Plexus magazine, and it’s free!
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Medical Transcriptionists Don’t Get Paid Squat
Susan D. Dooley, MHA, CMT, AHDI-F

T

hat title is a quote from an MT who posted on an
Indeed job board. Surely you’ve heard many of
your colleagues say the same thing. It’s been a long
trip from the days when I made $3.35 an hour to the days
that many of my MT friends made $50,000 or more a
year to the pay of an HDS in 2015. How did we get to
this point?

Blame Offshoring?

A lot of HDSs lay blame on overseas workers who
make a fraction of the pennies per line that U.S. HDSs
command. At one point the HDS industry claimed that
offshoring was necessary because there was a significant shortage of qualified HDSs in the U.S., which may
have been true, but as a former educator of healthcare
documentation specialists, I can attest to the difficulties
that new graduates had in getting hired even back in the
golden days of $50K pay. If the shortage were that acute,
why not give well-trained, qualified new graduates a
chance to learn the profession?
The bottom line was cost, of course. Shortage or not,
healthcare finance experts deemed offshore workers to
be less expensive. According to attorney and surgeon
Thomas McLean, in 2005 medical transcription was a
$15 billion to $20 billion per year industry. The reasons
for the size of the industry were twofold: first, billions
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of medical transactions occur each year, ranging from
simple suture removals to complex organ transplants, all
needing to be recorded as legible, clear documentation for
reimbursement. Second, medical transcriptionists must
be fluent in the language of medicine as well as fast typists, placing them “outside of the general secretarial skillset ... consequently, American transcriptionists command
salaries of $27,000 to $30,000 plus benefits.” These
relatively high wages became a stimulus to offshore
medical transcription, McLean said, comparing these
salaries to offshore ones: “In India, a medical transcriptionist can be hired for as little as $125 to $150 a month.”
He estimated that providers saved 15 to 25 percent on
transcription costs by offshoring.
McLean also cited “an impressive amount” of offshoring in medical billing, for the same reasons; with providers sending billing operations offshore for a medical
practice cost about $20,000 to $22,000 a year in 2005,
compared to $30,000 a year to keep a similar operation
in-house.
At the same time, McLean raised the specter of HIPAA
violations, using the example of the Pakistani transcriptionist who threatened to post patient records on the
Internet if the University of California at San Francisco
(UCSF) did not ensure that she was paid for her work.
Kshetri and Dholakia (2011) noted that call centers
and MT services are exempt from service taxes in India,
making such businesses especially attractive investWWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

ment options there. However, the authors predicted that
the increased use of speech recognition software in the
U.S. was likely to erode the cost savings of cheap labor,
requiring greater investment in technology and higher
levels of skill training for editing.
Use of offshore workers definitely compresses the
wages of those in the same industry onshore, according to
Ebenstein and Harrison, et al (2009), often propelling less
skilled workers into sectors that cannot be easily traded
offshore, such as fast food services. Similarly, anecdotally we have heard of many HDSs leaving to go to nursing
school, in hopes of learning a profession more difficult to
shift offshore.

sympathy that U.S. MTs struggled mightily to survive in
the face of this, with many leaving the profession. In the
meantime, however, Indian MTs continued to work for
stagnant production salaries in the face of double-digit
inflation in their country. The Indian rupee has risen
somewhat in the exchange rate against the dollar, reducing the cost advantage enjoyed over the U.S., while Philippine companies fight for their share of the offshoring
market. Raj added, “Moreover, … if there comes a ban
[in the U.S.] on outsourcing confidential healthcare data
overseas, which a few U.S. politicians have been vouching for a long time, the medical transcription business in
India will come to a standstill.”

But Offshore Workers in India Have It Rough Too

Speech Recognition,
Wrecking the Compensation Model

If this were an academic paper, my next source of
information might be considered noncredible. But having
read the complaints of countless American MTs about
low pay due to speech recognition, electronic health
records, and MTSO consolidation, I believe this source’s
veracity. In his blog, Raj, an engineer by education and
an Indian MT by profession since 1999, shares many of
the same compensation concerns of American MTs. He
says that whenever
two or more MTs
gather together off
work, they ask each
other how much
longer they can afford
to stay in the medical
transcription profession.
Raj colorfully and
accurately details
experiences shared
by scores of U.S.
MTs. “The trouble began
with the U.S. economy
lodged in toilet and the debt
clock tirelessly ticking,”
he said, with U.S. healthcare providers focused on
decreasing costs by spending less on transcription.
“Rigorous outsourcing and
voice recognition software
helped to a great extent in
accomplishing the mission
of cutting costs ... Further,
the thrust of EMR under
Obamacare aggravated the
situation.”
Raj acknowledges with
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Speech recognition technology is reality in our business today, though it pains HDSs everywhere to see frontend speech rec promoted by tech vendors as a viable
alternative to human review of computer-created text.
Just look at AHDI’s Funny or Fatal Facebook page if you
need some examples of why human oversight is needed.
But most HDSs will tell you that they wouldn’t mind
editing “speech wreck” so much if they weren’t
paid so poorly to do it. Where did this idea of a
line rate at “half the price” of straight transcription come from?
A while back I had the opportunity to learn
how this came to be. A speech rec technology
guru I know who thoroughly understood and
sympathized with HDS professionals explained
that speech rec sales staff sold their product
based on the production percentage that HDSs
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would gain over straight transcription when they became
“back-end” speech rec editors. This metric assumed that
HDSs would be able to produce twice as much work with
speech rec as they could with straight transcription.
This is a flawed model for compensation, said the guru,
because increased percentage gain is only one metric that
should be monitored in a documentation production
environment. The most important metric should be
increased output overall, because MTSOs get paid on
output, on the amount of lines or words or characters that
they produce, not on the percentage of increased production they realize.
For example, look at the production stats of two hypothetical HDSs doing traditional transcription. One is kind
of slow at 100 lines per hour, while the other transcribes
300 lines per hour. The department requires 150 lines per
hour, which equates to one full-time equivalent (FTE).
The second HDS, the 300-line-per-hour producer, is really knowledgeable, maximizes tools efficiently, and is a
professional through and through.
Once they’ve become proficient on speech rec editing,
the 100-line-per-hour HDS manages to double her output
to 200 lines per hour, a 100% gain. Meanwhile, the 300
line-per-hour person is already super fast, so when she
goes up to 450 lines per hour, she’s only managed a 50%
percent gain. “The execs are saying ‘oh, that’s awful, why
didn’t she double?’” said the HDS-friendly tech guru. But
if you look at the output of these two HDSs, specifically
how many lines per hour they produce, the person with
only a 50% productivity gain is now doing the work of
three people—her hourly production equals 3.0 FTEs!
When you cut the line rate by half, which of the two
HDSs loses? The most productive one, of course, the one
doing the work of three people.
MTSOs may say you can’t pay HDS #2 the same line
rate she was making in straight transcription, because
you’d lose money. But that’s not true, explained my guru

friend. If you had a staff of HDSs cranking out 450 lines
per hour instead of 300, you’d need fewer workers to do
the same amount of work and clear the same amount of
profit. In fact, if you had an experienced, dedicated HDS
staff that didn’t need as much heavy tech support or
supervision as the lower producers might, you’d make
even more money.
“I’m just saying make sure you compensate your high
producers,” said my guru friend. “Otherwise, if you don’t,
you’ll lose them.” These high producers are an MTSO’s
bread and butter, and they need to be able to stay whole
financially, she said. It’s unconscionable when the people
who were slower to begin with get paid better because
they’ve doubled their output, while the HDS producing
450 lines per hour takes a big pay cut while doing the
work of three people. In what logical world do you give
a big pay raise to your most unproductive people while
cutting the top producers’ pay?

Healthcare Cost Constraints

A long-term problem with HDS compensation is that
unlike our colleagues, the coders, our work is not directly
tied to third-party reimbursement. This makes us a cost
to the business instead of a source of income. And today,
healthcare is all about cutting costs. In fact, this is one of
the biggest reasons that so many in-house transcription
departments have been outsourced to MTSOs in the past
few years: For service businesses like healthcare facilities, about 80 percent of operating expense is in human
capital, so that’s where cuts must be made. But firing or
laying off loyal employees is painful to the most seemingly heartless chief financial officer, so when there is an
opportunity to lay off a whole department while ensuring
those employees will have immediate job opportunities
at an MTSO, the transcription department will be on
the block for cutting. The fact that those employees will
likely be taking deep pay cuts to work at the service is
immaterial to the big picture
in their eyes.

Enter the Electronic Health
Record—Billions of Dollars
Later
The biggest factor of all in
our profession’s compensation woes is the advent of
healthcare information technology. In his recent essay,
“Why Health Care IT Is Still
on Life Support,” Politico
eHealth editor Arthur Allen
explained how healthcare
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with time of the essence,
this can become a critical
safety problem.”

Is This the End of Healthcare Documentation?

documentation became the true bane of doctors’ existence, a far more heinous chore than back in the days
when doctors complained about having to dictate charts.
Allen said that the $30 billion HITECH act, launched in
2009 to put electronic health records in every doctor’s office and hospital, was a well-intentioned program meant
to get doctors to store patient data digitally so it could
be easily shared with patients, other physicians, public
health agencies, laboratories, and insurance companies.
However, Allen said, though medicine may have needed
a high-tech revolution, the technology just wasn’t ready
for medicine’s needs.
In 2008, most doctors still kept patient records in
charts, the kind we remember with the bright, colorcoded, easy-filing tabs on their sides, with fewer than 20
percent of doctors using electronic health records. Now,
after HITECH and meaningful use, doctors spend much
of their workday interacting with a computer screen doing the work we used to do, instead of looking at patients’
faces. And neither the doctors nor the patients are particularly happy about it, as you know if you have been
listening to reports of physician dissatisfaction with their
profession in general and health IT specifically.
“In the computer, the doctor’s note goes from being
an almost literary narrative of the patient’s condition to a
series of checkboxes,” says Allen. “Each visit reads much
like the last because the computer software provides
exhaustive information with the object of satisfying billing needs. The doctors can’t tell one patient from another
in the absence of idiosyncratic impressions. The memorable rash or symptom a patient reported is buried in screen
after screen of seemingly trivial data. In an ER or ICU,
VOLUME 11 • ISSUE 4

According to many in and
outside health care, medical transcription died a long
time ago. But frustration of
providers with poor EHR
documentation workflows
has come to a head at the
same time that patient
safety monitoring shows
increased numbers of preventable deaths from health
IT like electronic health records. Moreover, The Joint
Commission (TJC) took
notice of the importance of
healthcare documentation in patient safety and care with
a Quick Safety Alert article by Dr. Ronald Wyatt, medical
director of TJC’s Division of Healthcare Improvement.
Dr. Wyatt was a keynote speaker at AHDI’s 2014 annual
meeting, and following that meeting, several committed
AHDI volunteers stayed in close correspondence with
Dr. Wyatt, sending him information about our industry.
His Quick Safety Alert discussed dangers of using medical reports that have not been reviewed regularly for
quality, recounting the Juno case, in which an Alabama
woman died after receiving an overdose of insulin using a
dosage recorded in a discharge summary that had not had
QA. A jury awarded $140 million to Ms. Juno’s family in
what was the 7th largest malpractice award of 2012.
Finally, the biggest change in coding since the 1960s is
about to be adopted by the United States in October 2015,
when ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-PCS become the only
code sets for diagnosis and procedure coding and
reimbursement. ICD-10 is much more specific than
ICD-9, and without complete documentation, providers
won’t be able to get paid.
These factors are shining a new, bright light on the
importance of healthcare documentation. Don’t count
healthcare documentation specialists out yet—healthcare
needs us now more than ever! P
Susan Dooley, AHDI president 2014-2015, was elected
as an at-large member to the AHDI National Leadership
Board in 2012. She has worked in the healthcare
documentation sector for 35 years.
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Practices Toolkit
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Application
and Relevance of Compensation Best
Practices for Healthcare Documentation
Practices for Healthcare Documentation

Compensation Best
Practices Toolkit
Application and Relevance June
of Compensation
2015 Best
Practices for Healthcare Documentation
June 2015

T

June 2015

he Association for Healthcare Documentation Integrity (AHDI) is actively engaged in offering our professional
expertise to address compensation as it relates to current and future roles in healthcare documentation, quality
assurance, compensation models, and the impact technological advances have had.
The reasons for changes to compensation models throughout all healthcare organizations and MTSOs are compelling. Widespread adoption of the electronic health record (EHR) has changed the landscape of healthcare documentation creation. Early assumptions that transcriptionists could be eliminated from the documentation process and
replaced by technologies such as direct provider entry with front-end speech recognition have been proven to present
clear risks to documentation integrity. Inaccurate and redundant documentation as a result of such practices as
“copy-and-paste” have come to the attention of The Joint Commission and resulted in the recommendation that a
process for monitoring the accuracy of clinical records be implemented.
Documentation as a result of new technologies and processes, including downsizing or eliminating healthcare
documentation specialists, leads to errors in patient records and the potential for sentinel events. The Compensation
Best Practices Toolkit is designed to assist facilities with the adoption and implementation of policies and training
practices that will promote healthy and fair compensation practices. This kit includes the white paper Application and
Relevance of Compensation Best Practices in Healthcare Documentation, as well as documents that address current
and future roles, skill sets, and levels of knowledge. In addition, the kit includes the rationale for understanding
various pay models and technological impacts on compensation, and also for promoting the implementation of quality
checkpoints. Compensation transparency in healthcare documentation is also addressed.

Application and Relevance of Compensation Best
Practices for Healthcare Documentation

June 2015

Compensation Best
Practices Toolkit

Association for Healthcare Documentation Integrity

Full information and downloads about the Compensation Best Practices Toolkit can be found at www.ahdionline.org.
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Application and Relevance of
Compensation Best Practices in
Healthcare Documentation
Compensation
Compensation is
is an
an important
important factor
factor in
in recruiting,
recruiting, maintaining,
maintaining, and
and sustaining
sustaining aa talented
talented
workforce.
workforce. As
As roles
roles and
and responsibilities
responsibilities change
change within
within aa workforce
workforce due
due to
to new
new technologies,
technologies,
work
work processes,
processes, or
or methods/procedures,
methods/procedures, compensation
compensation is
is normally
normally reevaluated
reevaluated and
and adjusted
adjusted
accordingly.
accordingly. In
In healthcare
healthcare documentation,
documentation, such
such decisions
decisions are
are often
often made
made by
by individuals
individuals or
or
departments
departments who
who are
are dependent
dependent on
on medical
medical transcription/healthcare
transcription/healthcare documentation
documentation managers
managers to
to
inform
inform them
them of
of relevant
relevant changes.
changes. IfIf you
you are
are aa manager
manager in
in such
such aa changing
changing work
work environment,
environment, are
are
you
you equipped
equipped to
to describe
describe the
the new
new demands
demands on
on your
your workforce?
workforce? Can
Can you
you effectively
effectively describe
describe the
the
skill
skill sets
sets that
that your
your team
team has
has developed
developed over
over the
the years,
years, or
or skills
skills now
now required
required of
of new
new recruits
recruits to
to
be
be able
able to
to hit
hit the
the ground
ground running
running as
as an
an effective
effective team
team member?
member? The
The Compensation
Compensation Best
Best
Practices
Practices Toolkit,
Toolkit, created
created by
by AHDI,
AHDI, can
can help
help answer
answer some
some of
of these
these questions.
questions.
The
The creation
creation of
of this
this Compensation
Compensation Best
Best Practices
Practices Toolkit
Toolkit has
has been
been motivated
motivated by
by two
two major
major
developments
developments in
in healthcare
healthcare documentation.
documentation. First,
First, technological
technological changes
changes have
have transformed
transformed the
the
documentation
documentation landscape,
landscape, processes,
processes, and
and workflow,
workflow, leading
leading to
to aa disjunction
disjunction between
between
compensation
compensation and
and skill
skill requirements
requirements for
for both
both traditional
traditional and
and emerging
emerging roles.
roles. Second,
Second, an
an
increasing
increasing focus
focus on
on cost
cost control
control in
in health
health care
care coupled
coupled with
with mistaken
mistaken assumptions
assumptions about
about
productivity
productivity has
has created
created extraordinary
extraordinary pressures
pressures around
around compensation
compensation practices.
practices.
Considering
Considering the
the impact
impact of
of technological
technological changes
changes on
on compensation
compensation practices
practices in
in healthcare
healthcare
documentation,
documentation, itit is
is obvious
obvious that
that the
the widespread
widespread adoption
adoption of
of an
an electronic
electronic health
health record
record (EHR)
(EHR)
has
has resulted
resulted in
in aa rapid
rapid and
and dramatic
dramatic evolution
evolution in
in modes
modes of
of healthcare
healthcare document
document creation.
creation. One
One
early
early assumption
assumption that
that featured
featured conspicuously
conspicuously into
into EHR
EHR adoption
adoption scenarios
scenarios was
was that
that medical
medical
transcriptionists
transcriptionists (MTs)/healthcare
(MTs)/healthcare documentation
documentation specialists
specialists (HDSs)
(HDSs) would
would be
be eliminated
eliminated from
from
the
the documentation
documentation process
process and
and replaced
replaced by
by aa variety
variety of
of new
new tools,
tools, including
including direct
direct provider
provider entry
entry
with
with automated
automated procedures
procedures and
and front-end
front-end speech
speech recognition.
recognition.

proven
topresent
presentclear
clear
risks
However,
However, some
some of
of these
these new
new documentation
documentation practices
practices have
have proved
proved to
to
present
clear
risks
risks
to
to to
1
1
medical
documentation
documentation integrity.
integrity. A
A study
study by
by Controlled
Controlled Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Company
Company (CRICO),
(CRICO), aa medical
malpractice
malpractice insurer,
insurer, found
found that
that incorrect
incorrect information
information in
in the
the EHR
EHR accounted
accounted for
for 20%
20% of
of medical
medical
2
2
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driving current practitioners away from
entering the field. Given the quality-re

for employees with the skill sets of qualified HDS practitioners, it would seem prudent to review
compensation practices that discourage people from entering or remaining in these positions.
In summary, with the marked changes in healthcare documentation technology and considering
the negative impacts of sometimes misguided cost-control measures, it is time either to
implement an appropriate hourly wage or, if a production-pay model is used, to give
consideration to the additional duties now performed by healthcare documentation specialists,
the technical platforms being utilized, and the type of work being performed.
Finally, we note that credentialing of healthcare
documentation specialists can establish the equality of
the MT/HDS skill set to that of other credentialed
medical documentation professions such as HIM,
coding, clinical documentation integrity, and
information technology systems professionals.

Reference:
Reference:
ECRI
Institute’s Top 10 Patient
ECRI
Institute’s
Patient
Safety ConcernsTop
for10
2014
Safety Concerns for 2014

In many companies/organizations
Healthcare Documentation Specialists
are now performing QA reviews for
clinician-created documentation within
the EHR.
A quality assurance review ensures
quality and documentation integrity.
CDI professionals review
documentation for “any clinical
conditions or procedures to support
the appropriate severity of illness,
expected risk of mortality, and
complexity of care,” according to
AHIMA.
RESOURCES
Certification for Healthcare
Documentation Specialists
Clinician-Created Documentation
Resource Kit
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Compensation in Medical Transcription:

The Elephant in the Room
Deirdre Safikhani, CMT

1

CEC

3 QUIZ
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

W

hen asked how
she felt about
the current
state of compensation in our profession, my longtime friend and former
coworker, Laurie Sutton, replied, “We’re held to
very high standards because we are considered professionals and we should know these things, yet we don’t get
paid as professionals in this field. I think my importance
to the healthcare field is the same as it was 25 years ago,
yet why do I get paid half of what I used to make? It does
take less time to edit a report. Does it take less knowledge? No.”
Indeed our wages have steadily declined the last 20
years and have remained stagnant since. Why?
The major driving force behind the changes in the
U.S. wage structure is technology, some economists
believe.1 Based on my research, the general consensus
among human resource professionals, economists, and
20
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researchers is that changes in technology allow for (1)
workers to produce more goods or services due to
increased efficiency; (2) automation of repetitive
processes, and/or (3) reduction of the amount of labor
required to produce the service or goods. Technology
has eliminated jobs in some industries while jobs in
other industries have morphed in functionality from
incorporating the changes in technology.
Some of my favorite memories at AHDI-related gatherings are when an MT mentions an old form of technology
from times past, and then others chime in, with each mention dating further back until someone ends the competition by making a quip about inscribing on stone tablets.
The healthcare documentation industry certainly has
endured the gamut of technological changes.
Accompanying the steady stream of technological
changes in our industry has been a steady decline in
wages, which all MTs have encountered to varying
degrees since the professional organization for medical
transcription, AAMT (now AHDI), was established 37
years ago. However, the decline in our wages isn’t solely
attributable to technology. Our industry isn’t the only one
affected by the globalization of businesses and of corporations, which allowed for the off-shoring of services in
order for companies to gain a competitive edge, reduce
cost, and increase their profit margin. (The ethics of compensation is another article in and of itself and will be left
to business ethicists.)
“Do we not get that a couple of very large companies
are basically setting what transcriptionists are paid?”
posted Katherine Davis, an MT with 30 years’ experience,
in a recent Google Group forum.
To some degree, she’s right. Our industry has become
dominated by a small number of players. The research of
such markets, termed an “oligopoly,” has been studied by
Jean Tirole, winner of the 2014 Nobel Prize for Economics. He found that the few firms comprising an oligopoly
“influence prices, volumes and quality,” and “If markets
dominated by a small number of companies are left unregulated, society often suffers negative consequences.”2
His research of such conditions has helped governments
in their regulation of industries.
From time to time, AHDI has received requests to
intercede on behalf of an individual who feels they are not
being fairly compensated. These requests must be turned
down because AHDI is a professional association, not a
labor union. There’s a difference. The Internal Revenue
Service outlines that in order to classify as a not-for-profit
association holding 501c status, “The activities of a business league must be directed to the improvement of business conditions of one or more lines of business in order
VOLUME 11 • ISSUE 4

to qualify for exemption. Conversely, the activities of the
organization cannot be primarily directed to the performance of particular services for individual persons.”3
What has AHDI been doing for us all this time? A lot
more than you might realize.
AHDI’s campaign addressing compensation began way
back in 1980, when medical transcriptionists achieved a
separate job classification from the U.S. Department of
Labor. “In the 1980 Standard Occupational Classification
(SOC) document, medical transcriptionists were grouped
with court reporters and stenographers under ‘Clerical
and Other Administrative Support Occupations.’ This
separate classification is truly noteworthy. Having an ID
number, medical transcriptionists can now be studied like
any other occupation. Statistics can be gathered on
numbers of MTs, salaries, etc.”4
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), in
May 2014 the median hourly wage for medical transcriptionists was $16.71. The annual mean wage was $35,580.5
Annual mean wage is defined as “the estimated total
annual wages of an occupation divided by its estimated
employment, i.e., the average annual wage.” The definition of median annual wage is “the estimated 50th percentile of the distribution of wages based on data collected
from employers in all industries; 50 percent of workers
in an occupation earn less than the median wage, and 50
percent earn more than the median wage.”6
What methods do companies use to determine “median
annual wage?”
Keith Murvin, Senior Director HR - Total Performance,
for Kaiser Permanente Mid-Atlantic States, relayed one
method companies cannot use is calling competitors to
ask what they pay each employee. The Sherman Antitrust
Act of 1890 outlaws this option because it’s deemed to be
collusion for wage-fixing. Instead, in order for a company
to ensure their pay is competitive enough to attract the
best talent, they purchase data from a third-party company that surveys HR departments of that industry and
then codifies the data for wages. The data are aggregated
to region, years of education, general duties or description
of the position, etc.
For high-demand fields (i.e., those in short supply due
to only a few schools providing the education for that
field or companies having a hard time finding people
with a certain skill set) or when qualified workers are
employed elsewhere, “you have to pay higher to attract
them—between the 75th and 90th percentile of the market
value,” says Murvin.
How is “market value” established? Murvin shared that
JULY/AUGUST 2015
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being an MT started costing
her money rather than earning her any income.
What can we do about
compensation in our profession, individually and
collectively? Suggestions
in that regard require a Part
2 to this article. Those of
you interested in sharing
your ideas, please e-mail the
author, Deedee Safikhani, at
dms0110@gmail.com. P
at Kaiser Permanente an external survey is done annually.
All jobs within Kaiser Permanente are matched to the
market benchmark job. A benchmark job is a job found
throughout the industry based on regional and national
surveys. If a job is not a benchmark job, then the job family is referenced in order to determine compensation. The
midpoint range of salaries is used as the starting pay of a
position. This midpoint is the median annual wage.
Would you say our profession’s established median
annual wage of $35,580 is a living wage? The Massachusetts Institute of Technology created a Living Wage
Calculator.7 According to this calculator, for MTs living
in the metropolitan area of the District of Columbia working in healthcare support, the living wage is $29,670.
I live in the DC metropolitan area, and I can attest that
one cannot live on $29,670 a year. That amount would
only cover the cost of housing alone. But is the discrepancy in the cost of living versus wages earned the fault
of the company employing me? Not according to Jeffrey
Dorman, who opined, “Employers pay employees based
on the worth of the employee, how much profit that person adds to the company’s bottom line. That amount has
no connection at all to the cost of living or to any neutral
observer’s idea of what a ‘fair’ wage might be. A business
has no reason to care or to know how much money you
need (or think you need) to live the life you have chosen
to live. Businesses care about what each employee does
for them.”8
The value a medical transcriptionist provides their employer is certainly more deserving than the wages akin to
“slave labor, with ridiculous expectations for the liability
MTs carry for accuracy, knowledge, speed, etc.,” according to Lyn Jordan, an MT who reluctantly retired when
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An MT for 30 years, Deirdre Safikhani has gleaned an
inkling of how nearly every facet of healthcare documentation works (frontline MT, business owner, supervisor, IT
liaison), still learns something new every day, and absolutely loves generating the value this profession provides
the patient.
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>>> Game Changers 411
Then and Now: A Perspective on the
Evolution of Medical Transcription
Lora Whitney

W

hen I studied medical terminology as the prerequisite course for a medical transcription program
and told my friend Kathy, she informed me that
her mother had done medical transcription for her whole
career! Naturally I wanted to hear all about her experiences and views so I could share them with you. Following is my interview with Alice.

Lora: How did the Business Ed courses prepare you for
what came next?
Alice: Following Grade 12, at age 17, I left home in
Ponoka and enrolled for one year at the Modern Business
College in Calgary while renting a room at the YWCA.
In that year, the subject material offered was advanced
typewriting, shorthand, transcription, business machines
and mathematics. I think shorthand speed requirements
were 120 words/minute and typing a minimum of 60
words per minute. I received an ‘MT’ pin at the end of
college, which stood for ‘Master Typist’, not Medical
Transcriptionist! At the end of my year in Business College, the employment pages were full of job advertisements for girls like me, coming out of training schools.
Lora: What was your first position using the skills from
Business College?
Alice: In 1963, my first job was with Greyhound Bus
Lines of Canada, which was tedious, and mainly involved typing schedules for bus routes in Alberta. I also
took a lot of dictation in shorthand, which then had to be
transcribed in letter format. My monthly salary there was
$270/month! I stayed with Greyhound Lines of Canada
for one year before moving on to Calgary in 1964.

Lora: When did you first learn to type and take
shorthand?
Alice: A typing course, given on manual typewriters, was
offered in my junior high school, through Grade 9. That
was in the late 1950s. I excelled at this and reached the
speed of 76 words per minute. In high school, instead of
opting for matriculation subjects, I stayed in what was
then called ‘Business Ed,’ which was bookkeeping, business machines, typing, (with the new electric typewriters!) and Pittman shorthand. I enjoyed these courses and
attained high marks. Transcription was not offered at the
high school I attended in Ponoka, Alberta.
VOLUME 11 • ISSUE 4

Lora: Were you able to find work in Calgary in your
field?
Alice: I found a position at the Cancer Clinic in Calgary
and stayed there for four years, until 1968. I enjoyed
the challenges of this position and all facets of my work
there, which involved a rotation through the sections of
radiation therapy, x-ray and office, where I was one of six
other medical transcriptionists.
Lora: What were the requirements for a position in medical transcription in the 1960s?
Alice: Transcriptionists were required to know terminology for all parts of the anatomy. One had to possess
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above-average spelling ability in order to do medical transcription work. Minimum dictation and typing speed were
required also. Special medical transcription courses did
not exist in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Training of office procedures for new employees occurred over a couple
of weeks by others in the office. We assisted one another,
if requested, for help in determining a word or phrase on
the taped dictation. There were many varied accents and
speech patterns I had to understand in order to perform
transcription. Some physicians would eat, drink, or chew
gum while dictating!
Lora: What equipment did you use?
Alice: At that time, we typed on big electric typewriters
from our shorthand notes or from cassette tapes that had
been dictated by the physician.
Lora: Where did you work after the Cancer Clinic?
Alice: In the latter part of 1968, my husband and I moved
to a new home in the northeast part of Calgary, and I was
hired as a secretary at a high school close to our new
home. I took dictation in shorthand form, as the principal
did not use a Dictaphone. I enjoyed this job, but it lacked
the interest of my work as a medical transcriptionist.
In 1971, our little twin daughters were born, and I did
not work outside the home again until about 1975. In that
year, I accepted a position as medical transcriptionist in a
large multi-specialty medical clinic in downtown Calgary,
where I remained until 1977.
Lora: What types of reports were you transcribing at that
clinic?
Alice: Medical specialties there included Neurology,
ENT, Ophthalmology, Plastic Surgery, General Practice,
General Surgery, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Internal Medicine, Orthopedics, Pediatrics, Obstetrics, Gynecology,
and Urology. I felt I could be happy working at this clinic
until retirement. Excellent spelling and typing skills were
required for this position.
Lora: Please describe what it was like in a medical clinic
in those days.
Alice: I had dictation equipment in this modern facility,
and all the transcriptionists had new IBM typewriters,
the elite typewriter of the day. We wore pastel-coloured
24
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uniforms in this clinic, which included white duty shoes.
The only drawback to this job was having a male office
manager, who complained bitterly when one of the transcriptionists—all women in those days—needed time off
to care for her sick child. He said more than once that he
should hire qualified typists who were childless.
Lora: How did you and your family come to live in British Columbia?
Alice: In 1977, our family made the huge move to Nelson, BC, and I was fortunate enough to obtain work at a
medical clinic within one week of our move. I appeared
for work my first day in my pastel-coloured pantsuit and
white shoes. This medical clinic was a small-town, oldfashioned clinic, where only white was worn. The stares
and tsk-tsks I experienced the first day were uncomfortable for me. The male office manager called me into his
office and said coloured uniforms weren’t worn by employees of his clinic, to which I replied that I had no white
uniforms and would have to wear the ones I had (pale
green, pale blue and pale pink). It was considered quite
scandalous of me to wear these uniforms! I explained
they were the norm in Calgary and in other large cities.
So, I started a new trend at the medical clinic in Nelson.
During my years there (1977 – 1980) I was responsible
for transcription of all x-ray reports, ECG reports, all
chart notes, letters of referral, insurance medicals, and
Internal Medicine, General Surgery, Pediatric, Obstetrics
and Gynecology consultation letters.
Lora: These days, a transcriptionist can work from home
thanks to the internet and PCs. Did you ever work from
home?
Alice: In 1980, two clinic Family Practice physicians left
the clinic setting to set up a shared practice in a heritage
home in Nelson. I left the medical clinic with them to do
part-time transcription work from home, which happened
to be across the street from their new office. I worked in
this capacity for 30 years. During those years, I performed
transcription at home for two internists and a general
practitioner. Working in this way for several people translated into full-time work. Somehow, I also squeezed in
relief transcription work in Medical Records at the Nelson
Hospital. I suppose that being able to type 76 words per
minute could have been instrumental in my efficiency!
WWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

Lora: What were the differences in salaries over your
career?
Alice: For many of my working years I earned a monthly salary, but working from home was for an hourly rate.
In my early years in Nelson’s Medical Clinic, I believe
my hourly rate started at $7.25/hour. I was fortunate
never to have difficulty finding work in my chosen field.
At the time of my retirement, my hourly rate was $25.
Lora: Please tell me about the advances you experienced
in technology over the years.
Alice: There were many equipment upgrades over the
years as technology changed. I learned to type on a
manual typewriter with an ink ribbon and my shorthand
notes. Eventually, in my home, I owned my own electronic typewriter that had a small screen, which made editing possible, and a cassette transcribing machine. In my
last 10 years working at home, there was no typewriter
technician in Nelson I could call upon to repair or clean
a typewriter or transcriber. The technician everyone had
used in the past moved his business, and I recall shipping
my transcriber to him by courier for repairs on more than
one occasion. I had two transcribers for that reason, and I
was responsible for maintenance and upgrading my own
equipment.
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Lora: Were there many transcriptionists working from
home in those days?
Alice: To my recollection, in the early 1980s, I did not
know of anyone working at home as I was. I was very
fortunate as our daughters were 10 years old and needed
me at home. Into the 1990s, I started to hear of more
women working from home in this way. I retired in 2011,
when the physician for whom I worked also retired. I
have to say I truly enjoyed my work as a medical transcriptionist and still miss working to this day.
Many thanks to Alice Gagnier for her candid answers
on her fascinating career as a medical transcriptionist, as
well as her encouragement during my often-challenging
medical transcription program. P

Lora Whitney is a recent graduate of Selkirk College Advanced Medical Transcription Program. Although she is
Canadian, Lora and her family recently moved from
Geneva, Switzerland, where she worked at the U.N.
World Health Organization and other NGOs. She is
hoping to find suitable employment soon in the medical
transcription industry.
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Pediatric Cardiology Primer
Patricia McMahon, BS, RHDS

P

ediatric cardiology differs from adult cardiology in the nature of the diseases encountered.
For example, it is unusual to see coronary
artery bypass grafting due to plaques. Plaques are
usually acquired after years of slow deposition of
lipids from the blood. The major exception to this is
rare cases of familial hypercholesterolemia. Myocardial infarction due to thrombosis and/or stenosis of
coronary arteries is also less common in the pediatric
population, although blood dyscrasias can occur.
In pediatric cardiology, we see a predominance of
congenital defects.
Pediatric cardiology also differs from adult cardiology in how the patient’s symptoms present. Infants
and very young children are not able to verbalize
chest pain, dizziness, or palpitations. Pediatricians
and parents are on the lookout instead for changes
in appetite, lack of consolability, inability to keep
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up with peers, lethargy, or inability to gain weight.
Dyspnea, tachycardia, and diaphoresis will often be
apparent. Murmurs may be auscultated on exam.
Perioral or nailbed cyanosis and clubbing of the
extremities may be present.
Diagnostic tools are similar for both children
and adults. These can include EKG, transthoracic
or transesophageal Doppler echocardiography, and
contrast CT angiography. Cardiac catheterization for
the injection of radio-opaque materials is certainly
instrumental in CT angiography, but cardiac catheterization wires tipped with sensors are also used for
detailed study of blood pressures within major
vessels of the heart and its chambers. While not
necessarily diagnostic, plain x-rays are often used
to check the heart silhouette or to look for changes
in some of the larger pulmonary arteries called
pulmonary markings. Pulse oximetry is commonly
checked. In children, a four-limb blood pressure
study can reveal cases of aortic coarctation. In this
WWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

case, there may be a pressure difference between the
limbs of the upper and lower extremities.
Pediatric cardiology is dominated by diseases
of congenital origin, but surgery is not required
for most patients. In fact, many patients may have
congenital heart defects and are unaware of them
throughout their lifetimes. Common congenital
defects which often do not require surgery and
may, indeed, be asymptomatic include patent foramen ovale (PFO) and mitral valve prolapse (MVP).
Medicines, often beta blockers, may be used to slow
a patient’s heartbeat when these conditions are
associated with tachycardia. In cases of PFO or MVP
where there is a concern for stroke, patients may be
given antiplatelet (aspirin) or other anticoagulant
(warfarin) therapy.1, 2 A patent ductus arteriosus
(PDA) that is slow to close after birth may close with
the administration of indomethicin.
Medicines and their administration routes for adult
and child cardiology patients are similar. See Fig. 1
for a table of some of the most common cardiovascular medicines and their indications for use.3 Obvi-

ously doses will differ based on the lower weights
for children.
Interventional cardiology has proven important
to both adult and pediatric cardiology patients. This
branch of cardiology often involves the deployment of
stents or occluders to redirect blood flow. In the case
of patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), for example, open
heart surgery usually only occurs now if there are
other problems which also need open surgical treatment. It is much more likely that PDAs will be treated
with occluders deposited in a catheterization process.
Catheter delivered stents may be used to keep dysplastic blood vessels open. Many small atrial septal
defects (ASDs) and ventricular septal defects (VSDs)
may also be closed with catheter-based devices if they
do not close on their own shortly after birth.
Surgery in the pediatric patient is a specialized
and tricky business, in part because of smaller
organ size. This is especially true for the neonate,
where tissues are much more delicate and relatively
underdeveloped. As a result, surgeons may delay
surgery in neonates as long as possible in order to

Figure 1: Common Drugs in Pediatric Cardiology
Generic Name		

Function			

Generic Name		

Function

amlodipine

Calcium channel blocker,
decrease pumping strength and
relaxes blood vessels.

flecainide

Anti-arrhythmic.

aspirin

Antiplatelet, prevents thrombosis.

furosemide

Diuretic, reduces blood
pressure.

atenolol

Beta blocker, decreases bpm,
cardiac output.

heparin

Blood thinner, prevents
thrombosis.

captopril

ACE inhibitor, lowers BP by
dilating vessels.

isosorbide dinitrate

Relaxes blood vessels, reduces workload on heart.

carvedilol

Beta blocker, decreases bpm,
cardiac output.

lisinopril

ACE inhibitor, lowers BP
by dilating vessels.

digoxin

Decreases heart contractions,
anti-arrhythmic.

losartan

ARB, Angiotensin blocker, prevents BP rise.

diltiazem

Calcium channel blocker,
decrease pumping strength and
relaxes blood vessels.

metoprolol

Beta blocker, decreases
bpm and cardiac output.

enalipril

ACE inhibitor, lowers BP by
dilating vessels.

spironolactone

Diuretic, reduces blood
pressure.

enoxaparin

Anticoagulant, prevents
thrombosis.

warfarin

Anticoagulant, prevents
thrombosis.
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allow delicate heart valves and other friable tissue
to grow large enough and strong enough to hold
stitches. As is the case with any surgery, postoperative swelling must be dealt with, but maintaining
fluid balance is also trickier in small patients where
increases or decreases in smaller volumes will have
a magnified impact. By extension, any fluid overload
management, whether postoperative or the result of
congestive heart failure, must be closely monitored
in children. While fatty plaque formation is not as
great a problem in most children, the calcification of
arterial grafts and valves placed through surgery is
problematic for young patients. In fact, calcification
occurs more quickly in children than adults due to
the higher levels of calcium in the blood of growing
children. Another problem with pediatric surgery is
that valves and grafts inserted for repairs will not
grow with the child. This means repeat surgeries may
be required throughout a patient’s lifetime. Again,
one tactic may be to delay surgery as long as possible in a pediatric patient. Another approach is to
try and install the largest possible devices, such as
somewhat oversized valves, for example, that might
serve a child longer. In the case of pacemakers and/
or internal cardiac defibrillators, extra cabling length
may be incorporated with the device implantation to
allow for linear growth between the device
generator and the leads at the cardiac site.
Cardiac defect surgeries might involve repair of
any of a number of structures such as hypoplastic
or absent great vessels, malformed or absent valves,
incomplete or absent chamber walls (atrial and ventricular septal defects, defects of endocardial cushion
tissue), formation of additional chambers (as in rare
cases of cor triatriatum), anomalous origin or insertion of great vessels (as in transposition of the great
arteries), and so forth. For some problems surgery
may be staged, with palliative surgery occurring
during infancy and definitive surgeries occurring
during the toddler years. Surgery can involve redirection of blood flow through anastomosis or
vessel grafts. Grafts may be autografts (taken from
elsewhere in the patient’s body), cadaveric, bovine,
porcine or made of artificial material such as GoreTex. Surgery can involve primary closure of defects,
or the use of patches of both natural and artificial
materials. It might involve the construction of
tunnels using patch materials. Valvular problems can
JULY/AUGUST 2015

be addressed with repair of heart valves
or by insertion of artificial valves.
More often than not,
congenital heart surgery involves
the use of cardiopulmonary bypass
to maintain circulation while the
heart is stopped.4 In the modern
setting, it is not unusual to
stop the beating of the heart
using cardioplegic solution
and then restart the heart with
electric shock. Surgeons in
the early decades of heart
surgery did not have
this luxury and had
to operate on
beating hearts.
Congenital
heart surgery
may also
involve the use
of hypothermia.
Various degrees
of hypothermia
may be induced,
depending
on the
nature
of the
surgery.
Hypothermia
lowers metabolism and offers a protective factor
for tissues and organs during surgery. It allows for
low flow cardiopulmonary bypass or even for the
cessation of all circulation for up to an hour so that
surgery can take place in a bloodless field without
brain death.5
Atrioventricular Canal (AVC) is an example of one
type of congenital defect which does require surgery.
In this condition, both the lower atrial and upper
ventricular septal walls are absent. In addition, the
endocardial cushion tissue and the atrioventricular (or “inlet”) valves of the heart do not develop
properly. Because of this defect, one large, improperly formed atrioventricular valve exists rather than
two separate valves. Oxygenated and deoxygenated
blood mix freely, and the lungs receive too much
blood. Corrective surgery usually involves using
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two patches: one to patch the atrial septal defect and
another patch to both divide the common atrioventricular valve and reconstruct the ventricular septum.
In this way, the septum dividing the heart into right
(pulmonic) and left (systemic) sides is re-created,
and two atrioventricular valves are created. There
is a palliative surgery available if the infant is too
small or too sick for immediate corrective surgery.
For AVC, the palliative surgery is pulmonary artery
banding, in which the pulmonary artery is constricted
slightly to decrease pulmonary overcirculation.6
Other relatively common congenital heart defects
which require surgery include tetralogy of Fallot
(TOF) and hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS).
Many students are familiar with these from their
medical terminology textbooks.
In summary, pediatric cardiology differs from
adult cardiology primarily in that pediatric cardiology is dominated by congenital disease and adult
cardiology is dominated by acquired disease due to
fatty plaques. Both pediatric and adult patients have
benefited tremendously from interventional cardiology in recent decades. Interventional cardiology
decreases trauma to the body relative to open surgery because it is less invasive. Many more patients,
both pediatric and adult, can be managed medically
without the use of interventional cardiology or open
surgery. P
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Rapivab™ (peramivir) injection

Brand name of the generic form peramivir, an influManufactured for and distributed
enza virus neuraminidase inhibitor for treating severe, by BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,
uncomplicated influenza in those 18 years and older
Durham, NC.
who have been symptomatic for not more than two
days. The injection is available as 200 mg in 20 mL
(10 mg/mL) in a single-use vial.

cam impingement deformity

One of the three classifications of femoroacetabular
impingement, which is gradually being identified as a
source of hip pain. FAI takes place when the femoral
head and acetabulum grind abnormally, bringing
about damage to the articular cartilage and/or the
labrum, in addition to restricted range of motion.

image-guided radiation therapy
(IGRT)

Known as IGRT, the utilization of recurrent imaging
throughout a course of radiation therapy for the intent
of improving the preciseness and exactness of the
distribution of treatment.

Soolantra™ (ivermectin) cream,
1%

Brand name of the generic form ivermectin (cream),
for treating inflammatory lesions of rosacea.
For topical use, the cream, 1%, is supplied in tubes of
30 g, 45 g and 60 g.

tech neck (text neck)

30
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Marketed by Galderma Laboratories, L.P., Fort Worth, TX. Made in
Canada.

Also called text neck, pain caused by poor posture
when one is frequently on their smart device or cell
phone. It occurs when holding the device at the chest
or waist level and looking downward at the mechanism. It causes neck muscles to become tightened and
shortened and the shoulders to be rounded forward.

continuous lateral rotational
therapy (CLRT/kinetic therapy)

Known as CLRT and also frequently referred to as
kinetic therapy, the utilization of constant, side-toside, turning movement by way of a bed for treating
infectious lung difficulties and acute hypoxic lung
disorders.

Granix ® (tbo-filgrastim)
injection

Brand name of the generic form tbo-filgrastim, a
leukocyte growth factor for lessening the duration
of serious neutropenia in patients with nonmyeloid
malignancies who take myelosuppressive anticancer
drugs. In early 2015, the new syringe will be available for self-administration by patients and caregivers.
The injection is offered as a 300 mcg/0.5 mL solution
or a 480 mcg/0.8 mL solution in single-use prefilled
syringes.
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MANUFACTURER

Made by Sicor Biotech UAB,
Vilnius, Lithuania. Distributed by
Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc.,
North Wales, PA.
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TERM

DEFINITION

XIENCE Xpedition® LL Everolimus- A system made up of a stent that is coated with the
drug, everolimus, and a delivery catheter. The stent
Eluting Coronary Stent System
is manufactured from a cobalt chromium alloy and
is used in those individuals who have a tightening in
their coronary artery, including chronic total
occlusions, triggered by coronary artery disease.
For single-use only.
isotopic cisternography

Consists of injecting a radioactive isotope into the
patient’s lower back by way of a spinal tap. This
permits the absorption of cerebrospinal fluid to be
monitored for up to 4 days. It is significantly more
elaborate than an MRI or a CT but can help in the
diagnosis of normal pressure hydrocephalus.

Namzaric™ (memantine/donepezil)

Brand name of the generic forms memantine and
donepezil, an NMDA receptor antagonist and acetylcholinesterase inhibitor fixed-dose combination, for
treating moderate-to-severe Alzheimer disease.
Available in 28/10 mg (memantine extended release/
donepezil) and 14/10 mg (memantine extended
release/donepezil).

Dyloject™ (diclofenac sodium)
injection

pincer impingement deformity

Lynparza™ (olaparib) capsules

Zerbaxa™ (ceftolozane/tazobactam) injection
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MANUFACTURER
Designed by Abbott Vascular, Santa
Clara, CA.

Developed by Actavis plc and Adamas Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Brand name of the generic form diclofenac sodium, an Manufactured for Hospira, Inc.,
NSAID for adult use for managing mild-to-moderate Lake Forest, IL.
pain and for managing moderate-to-severe pain alone
or combined with opioid analgesics. The injection is
available in a single-use vial containing 37.5 mg/mL.
One of the three classifications of femoroacetabular
impingement, which is gradually being identified as a
source of hip pain. FAI takes place when the femoral
head and acetabulum grind abnormally, bringing about
damage to the articular cartilage and/or the labrum, in
addition to restricted range of motion.
Brand name of the generic form olaparib, a poly
(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitor for treating those
with advanced ovarian cancer. Available in a 50 mg
capsule.

Distributed by AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE.

Brand name of the generic forms ceftolozane/tazobac- Distributed by Cubist Pharmaceutitam (injection), a combination product made up of a
cals U.S., Lexington, MA.
cephalosporin-class antibacterial drug and a beta-lactamase inhibitor for treating complicated intraabdominal infections and complicated urinary tract infections.
Available as powder for reconstitution in single-dose
vials containing 1 g ceftolozane and 0.5 g tazobactam.
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Donna Blessing, CMT

SPLIT WORDS PUZZLE
There are 18 eight-letter words representing parts of the body that have been split into 4-letter
pieces. Find the matching parts of the 18 words. None of the word pieces are used more than once.
mand		

ment		

duod		

lder		

ange		

ulum

rane		

ebra		

appe		

tate		

clav		

llae

thal		

eyet		

plac		

enum		

cyte		

endp

ndix		

shou		

panc		

ible

pros		

late

liga		

phal		

vert		

memb		

reas		

eeth

pupi		

icle		

mono		

enta		

fren		

amus

Answers on page 36
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>>> Professional Practice Desk

Tackling the complexities of professional practice in healthcare documentation one issue, trend, and challenge at a time…

Q:

There is some debate in our department about the
use of ADL versus ADLs. The providers always
state the terms as ADLs; however, the abbreviation
books all have ADL as the abbreviation for activities of
daily living. It does seem like the abbreviation is already
plural with the word “activities” but when reading it in
a sentence without the “s” it is very cumbersome. When
looking at sites on line, I generally find that the majority all have it as ADLs. I would like your opinion on this
seemingly simple but perplexing abbreviation.

A:

I see the dilemma and understand what you’re
saying. “ADLs” is such a commonly used – and
understood – term. While it really is an atypical way to
pluralize an initialism or acronym, I believe it is understood to readers that the plurality relates to “activities”
and not “living.”
I did some research and one of the trusted resources I
use is Grammar Girl. She uses the example of “RBIs”
related to baseball, but the concept is the exact same:
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/
how-do-you-make-rbi-plural
The World Series has fans asking how to make an
abbreviation such as RBI plural. It can be confusing,
since it’s the R-part (run) that is becoming plural. Should
it be RsBI or RBIs or something else?
Even though it doesn’t make absolute logical sense,
you make initialisms and acronyms plural by adding an
s to the end no matter what part would be plural if you
wrote the whole thing out: even though it would be runs
batted in, you write it RBIs.

Q:

Would you be familiar with an alternative spelling
of leukocytosis, with the K replaced with a “c?”
I’ve never seen this. I’m told it can be international?

A:

The prefixes leuc/leuco and leuk/leuko all mean
white; however, I’ve only ever seen leukocytosis
spelled with a “k.” It’s possible that it could be spelled
with a “c” in European countries, etc., but I haven’t found
a connection as such.

Q:

At the facility in which I work, we have come
across a troubling situation. We have had a provider ask that we start spelling disc, such as intervertebral
disc, using the C instead of the K. We tried to confirm
which was appropriate using the Stedman’s Word books,
but found that the Neurology book recommends using
a C, while the Orthopaedic book recommends a K. Is it
inappropriate to use the C when referencing intervertebral
discs?

A:

Disc vs disk can be found on page 393 of the
Book of Style 3rd edition. In short, it states that
most resources, including the AMA Manual of Style, state
to use disk for all anatomical terms other than ophthalmologic use. However, Terminologia Anatomica retains the
use of disc in reference to spinal terminology.
The trending/preferred spelling is disk, but it also notes
that many orthopedists still prefer the guidelines in
Terminologia Anatomica.

Have a professional practice question?
Submit your inquiry to the AHDI Professional Programs Department for research and response: professionalpractices@ahdionline.org.
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>>> Corporate Perspectives
Getting to Know
AHDI’s Corporate & Educational Members
FEATURED COMPANY:
CanScribe Career College

1. Let’s start by learning more about
CanScribe Career College and
what your organization does.
CanScribe is a private career
college with offices in the United
States and Canada. CanScribe is
accredited with the Private Career Training Institution Agency,
and the Medical Transcription
course is approved through AHDI.
Having specialized in Medical
Transcription since its inception in
2002, CanScribe also offers Microsoft Computer courses which
are approved for CEC credits with
AHDI. CanScribe has an A+ rating
with the Better Business Bureau
and is a past recipient of the BBB
Torch Award for Marketplace
Excellence.
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2. What are CanScribe’s guiding
principles?
CanScribe’s Mission Statement
sums this up very well.
“CanScribe Career College is
committed to excellence in education and customer service, providing an optimal environment
in which all may flourish. We
facilitate the development of skill
sets and goals which empower
people in their education and carry
forward into their professional and
personal lives. CanScribe supports community and charitable
organizations locally and abroad,
positively impacting the world
around us.”
We really try to lead by example
and we set the bar very high. Our
tag line is ‘offering excellence in
online learning’; that’s our daily
goal.

3. CanScribe has locations in
Canada and the United States.
From your perspective, what are
some similarities and differences
in the healthcare documentation
industry among the two countries?
The biggest difference between
the Canadian and American health
care industry is that Canada’s
system is public (government
run) and the American system is
private. The Canadian government mandates that our healthcare
records cannot be outsourced. If
you want to perform healthcare
documentation in Canada, the
workforce must reside in Canada,
and the healthcare records must
also be maintained and stored
within Canada.
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4. What changes has CanScribe
made in education and training
programs to adequately prepare
the future workforce?
We have just finished updating our
Medical Transcription course to
include more real-world technology and even more SRT training.
These changes were a direct result
of feedback from healthcare and
industry professionals, employers,
instructors, graduates and students.
We are also changing the name of
the program to Medical Transcription/Healthcare Documentation
to better align ourselves with the
changing industry and keep in line
with the AHDI name update.
Our practicum is also a crowning
feature of our course, and has been
for several years. The real-world
experience that our students
receive really helps them transition into the workforce. This also
allows employers to have direct
access to new graduates who are
already familiar with their platform and systems.
5. From your standpoint, do you
think the document creation work
force will grow, shrink, or remain
about the same and why?
Certainly in Canada, we are still
experiencing huge growth in the
need for quality trained individuals to perform the MT/HDS work.
We are also regularly contacted by
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American and Australian employers for qualified individuals, so we
are not experiencing any problems
placing our graduates. It’s actually the opposite—we don’t have
enough graduates to satisfy the
demand. Unfortunately, I think
players in the industry have been
their own worst enemy in creating
the current environment, especially in the US. Medical Transcriptionists/Healthcare Documentation
Specialists should be considered a
high-valued workforce, not looked
upon as an expense or a field easily replaced by technology. The
job will change as technology
changes, but there will always be
a need for qualified individuals
to ensure that accurate healthcare
records are created. We must never
forget the people—the lives—behind those records.
6. Looking ahead, what is the vision
for CanScribe and are there any
changes on the horizon?
CanScribe will be launching an
ICD-10 coding course in the US
in the next few months. We have
also been working on the development of different courses to be
offered throughout North America,
and beyond. We are focusing on
healthcare related courses and are
also developing business related
courses.

7. In closing, is there anything else
you would like to share with our
readers?
Here are two quotes from Steve
Jobs that I think are relevant to our
industry.
“Be a yardstick of quality. Some
people aren’t used to an environment where excellence is expected.”
“Quality is more important than
quantity. One home run is much
better than two doubles.” P

After completing high school,
Colleen Chapman backpacked
around Europe and Egypt and
then went on to study business and
marketing at Mount Royal College, SAIT and BCIT. After working
for several years in the ad agency
biz, she started her own consulting firm and then went on to found
CanScribe in 2002. Away from the
office, Colleen enjoys time at home
with her family, horses, dog and
cat. She loves to travel and experience different cultures, and sponsors many not-for-profit organizations, schools, and orphanages
worldwide. Colleen is also very
dedicated to volunteer work, serving on the boards of a variety of
different associations.
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>>> AHDI News & Who’s Who
Answer Key to Split Words Puzzle

AHDI Integrity Award Nominees

mandible
ligament
pancreas
duodenum
membrane
shoulder
phalange
vertebra
appendix

Congratulations to the following Integrity Award
nominees for 2015!

prostate
clavicle
thalamus
frenulum
pupillae
eyeteeth
placenta
monocyte
endplate

AHDI Becomes a Partner for National
Health IT Week

F

or several years
running, AHDI has
joined National Health
IT Week as one of the
association and nonprofit partners. This
year’s event is October
5-9. Information is available at www.healthitweek.org.

AHDI Joins the Partnership for
Health IT Patient Safety

A

HDI’s National Leadership Board recently supported the association’s involvement in ECRI’s Partnership for Health IT
Patient Safety. AHDI will be represented by
our CEO, Linda G. Brady, CAE. The Partnership was established “to develop an effective
national framework for assuring patient safety
in health IT through a collaborative multistakeholder effort.” Visit the Partnership’s
website at <https://www.ecri.org/resourcecenter/Pages/HITPartnership.aspx> for complete information and to download reports
published to date.
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Advocate of the Year
Brenda Wynn, CMT, AHDI-F
Educator of the Year
Susan Whatley, CHDS, AHDI-F
Employer of the Year
Opti-Script, Inc.
Phelps County Regional Medical Center
Innovation Through Technology
M*Modal
Membership Impact
AHDI-West Regional
Member of the Year
Stephanie Kinney, RHIT, CMT, AHDI-F (with AHDI
Great Lakes Region and West Michigan Chapter)
Sandy Shumaker, CMT, AHDI-F (with AHDI-West
Regional)
Rising Star
Loanne Bannister
Karen Botelho
Melissa Brown
Crystal Carmichael
Leslie Dodge
Magdalene Harless
Mary Lopez De Morales
Alicia Sharon Marge
Delana Mason
Clara Newcomb
Ashley Powell
Lisa Reyes
Jasmine Sandberg
Danielle Sealock
Piyush Sharma
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>>> AHDI News & Who’s Who
Win a One-Year AHDI Individual Professional
Membership!

I

ndividually and collectively, we have important
stories to tell—our stories—about the critical
errors we catch and correct or flag on a daily basis.
Healthcare documentation specialists are important
to patient safety, but it seems like we’re the only
ones who know that. We’ve been “invisible” far too
long.
So here is your chance to make a difference! We
need our workforce VISIBLE and our VOICES
heard. We’re asking for individual and group video
submissions, stating the reason you became an MT/
HDS, why it’s important to patient care, and why
stakeholders should embrace the knowledge and
skills HDSs bring to the table.
Download the “My HDS Story” video information packet and guidelines for full details. This
packet includes tips, how-to and sample videos,
resources, and much more!
We challenge individuals, MTSOs, components, and MT/HDS departments to get on board
and submit a video testimonial! AHDI will use
clips from these to create a series of videos to go
viral and help get our message out, and all participants will be entered into a drawing to win one
of several great prizes, including a 1-year AHDI
Individual Professional membership!

Notice: AHDI Annual Business
Meeting & Association Update

J

oin us for our Annual Business Meeting & Association Update to hear from AHDI leaders recap
the accomplishments from the past year, review the
organization’s financial health, and a look ahead on
the priorities for the upcoming year. This session is
open and free to all those who are interested in gaining a deeper insight into the organization’s progress
on our strategic initiatives and the management of
the association. The meeting will be held by webinar
this year on August 20, 2015 from 2:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Pacific (5:00 – 6:00 p.m. Eastern).
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Upcoming Continuing Education Webinars
Read more details about these webinars and more at
<http://ahdionline.org/OnlineStore/OnlineCoursesandWebinars/tabid/112/Class/WEB/Default.
aspx>.
September 9, 2015
Pre-Employment Exams—What Educators (and
Your Students) Need to Know
Mary Schmidt
12 p.m. PT/3 p.m. ET
CE Credit: 1 PD
September 23
Free Webinar: Pathway to the CDI Profession
Melanie Endicott, MBA/HCM, RHIA, CDIP, CCS,
CCS-P, FAHIMA
12 p.m. PT/3 p.m. ET
CE Credits: 1 PD
October 8
Compensation Best Practices Toolkit
Sherry Doggett; Joyce Smith; Patricia King; Carole
Gilbert, RHIT, CHTS-IM; Cheryl Klopcic, RN,
BSN, CMT, RHIT
1 p.m. PDT/4 p.m. EDT
CE Credit: 1 PD
October 20, 2015
GVSU Scribe Academy—Insight into the Role of
the Scribe
Jean Nagelkerk, PhD, FNP, and Ryan Cook, MBA
11 a.m. PT/2 p.m. ET
CE Credit: 1 PD
November 9
Beyond Transcription—Blazing New Trails
Melissa Harper, Kathy Vome, Angela Griggs, Sheila
Guston, Lucy Koch, Lori Pospiech, and Janine
Woodhull
11 a.m. PT/2 p.m. ET
CE Credit: 1 PD
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>>> Funny Bone
Body Language
Richard Lederer, PhD

T

echnically the so-called funny bone is the ulnar nerve that causes that tingly sensation when we strike our arm. But
the source of that feeling is the knob on the end of the bone running from the shoulder to the elbow. The medical
name for that bone is the humerus, and back in 1840 some wag seized upon the homophonic similarity of humerus
and humorous and dubbed the humerus the funny bone, a learned pun that has become part of our language.
One of the amazements of language is that it seeks to name everything. Here are more little-known labels for body parts:
• canthus. The point at either end of each eye where the upper and lower lids meet;
• frenum. The thin muscle under the tongue;
• lunula. The half-moon pale area at the base of your fingernails and toenails;
• opisthenar. The back of the hand, opposite the palm;
• philtrum. The indentation that runs from just below your nose to the middle of your upper lip;
• popliteal. The hollow area at the back of the knee;
• purlicue. The web of flesh between your thumb and forefinger;
• thenar. The fleshy pad just below the thumb;
• tragus. The fleshy bump of the ear between the side of the face and the ear cavity;
• uvula. The thing that hangs down from the back of the throat;
• vomer. The slender bone that separates the nostrils.
Richard Lederer is the author of more than 44 books about language, history, and humor, including his best-selling Anguished
English series and eight newly released books. He has been profiled in magazines as diverse as The New Yorker, People, and the
National Enquirer, and frequently appears on radio as a commentator on language. Dr. Lederer’s syndicated column, Looking at
Language, appears in newspapers and magazines throughout the United States. He has been named International Punster of the
Year and Toastmasters International’s Golden Gavel Winner. He is the 2010 recipient of AHDI’s Lifetime Achievement Award.

AMAZING WORDS
* Amazing Words is author Richard Lederer’s
career-capping anthology of bedazzling, beguiling,
and bewitching words. Richard will sign each book
and personally inscribe, if so requested.
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www.verbivore.com
richardhlederer@gmail.com
9974 Scripps Ranch Blvd.
#201
San Diego, CA 92131
WWW.AHDIONLINE.ORG

Register by April 30 to Save!
Early bird registration is open now! Register for the 2015 Healthcare Documentation Integrity
Conference by April 30 to save $55 on your full two-day conference registration.
Attending this year’s conference will spark your professional growth by giving you essential updates
on what is happening in the field, the latest in evidence-based practices, and insight into career
advancement opportunities. At the conference you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage in dialogue about the industry’s most important topics
Gain exposure to new people and new ways of thinking for your success
Learn from motivating speakers with a wealth of valuable information
Re-charge your passion for the profession
Get exposed to new trends and valuable resources
Participate in networking events that lead to career-long relationships

Don’t miss this annual event that keeps people energized all all year long!

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthcare documentation specialists
Medical transcriptionists/editors
Managers/supervisors
Educators
Clinical documentation service providers
CDI specialists
HIM professionals
HIT professionals
Medical scribes
Transcription platform vendors
EHR vendors
Dictation/transcription suppliers
Healthcare documentation students
HIM students

Our New Partnership for 2015

This year's event will be one you cannot afford
to miss. AHDI's conference is being held with
AHIMA's CDI Summit on August 6-7 at the same
hotel.

Schedule

With this new
partnership, you
can choose to register for AHDI’s two-day
conference on Friday and Saturday; or attend all
three days to enjoy the AHIMA and AHDI events
from Thursday through Saturday.

www.ahdionline.org/ACE

SATURDAY KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Leana Wen, MD, MSC, FAAEM
Baltimore City Health Commissioner

Leana S. Wen, MD, MSc, FAAEM, will present the keynote
address on Saturday, August 8. You may recognize Dr.
Wen from her frequent appearances and interviews on
national media outlets such as ABC, CBS, CNN, The New
York Times, and The Washington Post.
Dr. Wen is an emergency physician, patient advocate,
and public health leader. She serves as the Health
Commissioner for Baltimore City, where she oversees a department of over 1,100
employees with wide-ranging responsibilities that include management of acute
communicable diseases, animal control, chronic disease prevention, emergency
preparedness, food service inspections, HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases (STD), maternal-child health, school health, senior services, and youth violence
issues.
The author of the critically-acclaimed book When Doctors Don't Listen: How to Avoid
Misdiagnoses and Unnecessary Tests, Dr. Wen has given four popular TED and TEDMED
talks on patient-centered care, public health leadership, and healthcare reform.

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

Hilton Alexandria Mark Center
5000 Seminary Road
Alexandria, Virginia, 22311
Hotel reservations are now available at the
Hilton Alexandria Mark Center, our host hotel
for this year's conference. Our negotiated
discounted rate is $109 plus tax, single/double
occupancy. AHDI conference attendee special
benefits include:

What’s the closest airport?
Reagan National Airport (DCA)

• Complimentary in-room Internet
4 miles to hotel
Free hotel shuttle 6:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
• Complimentary shuttle to/from DCA
Est. Taxi $20
• Complimentary shuttle service to/from
Pentagon City Mall and Metro
• Complimentary daytime self-parking and discounted overnight self-parking

www.ahdionline.org/ACE

2015

In conjunction with

Healthcare Documentation
Integrity Conference

Clinical Documentation
Improvement Summit
August 66--7 2015  Alexandria, VA

August 77--8, 2015  Alexandria, VA
Register online at www.ahdionline.org/ACE
Please print your name as it should appear on your badge.

AHDI #

First Name:

Middle Initial:

Last Name:

Job Title:

Company/Employer:

Address:
City:

State/Province:

Daytime Phone:

Email:

Zip/Postal Code:

 Check here if you are disabled and require special services. Please attach a written description of your needs.
Cancellation Policy: Refund requests must be submitted to AHDI in writing and a $75 administrative fee will apply. No refunds after July 23, 2015.

AHDI Conference Registration
Friday and Saturday, August 7-8. Your full registration includes:

AHDI Student or
Postgrad Members

AHDI Eligible
Members*

List Price

 $155

 $365

 $465

Enter Your Fee Here

Educational Sessions, Friday-Saturday
Reception, hosted by AHDI & M*Modal, Friday

Regular Rate

Keynote Presentation, Saturday

through 7/23/15

Integrity Awards, Saturday

$________

Tabletop Exhibit Access, Friday-Saturday
Lunch, hosted by AHIMA, Friday

Onsite Rate

Refreshments, Friday-Saturday

7/24/15 to event

 $205

AHDI Conference & AHIMA CDI Summit Registration
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday, August 6-8. Your full registration includes:

Educational Sessions, Thursday-Saturday

Regular Rate through 7/23/15

Reception, hosted by AHDI & M*Modal, Friday
Keynote Presentation, Saturday

Onsite Rate 7/24/15 to event

Integrity Awards, Saturday
Tabletop Exhibit Access, Friday-Saturday
Lunch, hosted by AHIMA, Thursday-Friday
Refreshments, Thursday-Saturday

 $420

 $520

AHDI Eligible
Members*

List Price

 $495

 $615

 $560

 $680

Enter Your Fee Here

$________

The 2-day AHDI Conference Registration may be upgraded to the 3-day event that includes
the AHIMA CDI Summit by paying the difference in registration fees. The onsite rate will
apply if changes are made after July 23, 2015. Student and early bird rates are not available.

* AHDI Individual Professional, Sustaining, and the two named representatives from Corporate and Educational Members are elig ible for this rate.

Guest Tickets

Until 7/23/15

Starting 7/24/15

Cocktail Reception, Hosted by AHDI & M*Modal, Friday, August 7
All guests must purchase a ticket to attend the Friday evening Reception. Two
Reception tickets are included with each tabletop exhibit.

 $45

 $55

Enter Your Fee Here

$________

Emergency Contact:
Name:

Total Due:

Phone:

$

Payment by check, money order, or credit card is accepted (U.S. funds only) payable to AHDI. No purchase orders. Credit card payments accepted by phone: 800-982-2182,
fax: 209-527-9633, or mail: 4230 Kiernan Avenue, Suite 120, Modesto, CA 95356. Register online at www.ahdionline.org.
Select payment type:  Check/Money Order

 Visa

 Mastercard

 American Express

 Discover

Credit Card Number:

Exp. Date:

Cardholder Name (please print):

Authorized Signature:

Healthcare Documentation
Integrity Conference

making your

DREAMS
come true

Mark Your Calendar
August 4-6, 2016 | Milwaukee, WI

